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Abstract
As a supplement to the construction and improvement of legal aid system, legal aid in colleges and universities integrates
intellectual resources, professional ability and human cost advantages, which is of great research significance. At the present
stage, the external connection mechanism of legal aid system in colleges and universities develops slowly, with colleges as the
main body, and the development channel is single. By proposing a new era under the perspective of innovation and
development path: build legal aid the integration of Internet and information integrated service platform, to achieve unicom
mechanism, with the deeper under the background of "Internet +" development ideas, to solve the current problems existing in
the development, to promote the legal aid organization in colleges and universities in the new era of sustained and stable
development.
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1. Introduction: The research significance of legal aid in
colleges and universities
It is colleges and universities that are responsible for
training legal talents. United States federal court justice
John Holmes once said the life of the law was always in
experience, not logic. (Tan, 2010) [1] The establishment of
legal aid institutions in institutions of higher learning can
comprehensively cultivate students' practical ability and
improve their comprehensive quality, so as to achieve the
goal of cultivating application-oriented talents.
It is up to the society to make up for the deficiency in the
development of legal aid. According to the regulations on
legal aid formulated by the state council, the scope of the
objects who can receive legal aid services is extremely
narrow. The efficient legal aid system includes the groups in
need of legal aid into the legal aid, so as to expand the scope
of legal aid and realize fairness and justice in a larger scope.
It is necessary to give play to the professional advantages
and cost advantages of legal aid in colleges and universities.
Colleges and universities have a large number of legal
professionals, including teachers with rich judicial
experience and retired teachers, who have a volunteer spirit
to serve the society and a large amount of free time.
Advanced law undergraduates and graduate students can
also provide legal services of a standard. Colleges and
universities are an indispensable force in the construction of
a perfect socialist legal aid system with Chinese
characteristics.
2. Existing problems of legal aid in colleges and
universities
There are few sources of cases and single channels of
publicity. At present, the publicity of legal aid in colleges
and universities has an absolute advantage in spreading the
law. Least publicity through network platform. In addition,
due to the geographical limitations, the offline legal aid in
colleges and universities can only radiate to the citizens in a
certain range around the campus. (Wu 2007) [3] The limited
legal aid resources and the poor offline clustering effect are

not conducive to the development of legal aid in colleges
and universities in the long run.
Defects exist in the case handover system. Most schools do
not have clear rules for the handover of cases. The most
common form of legal practice in universities is the credit
system, which means that there may be cases where students
have finished their courses at the end of a semester but the
cases of their agents have not been completed. In this way,
no one is likely to be responsible for the case later, or the
students who receive the case again do not know the
previous work progress, which is not conducive to helping
the parties to solve the problem.
The network platform is seldom used. At present, the cases
of legal aid in colleges and universities are mainly based on
the active consultation of the parties, and the main ways for
the parties to consult are telephone and email. In contrast,
the number of parties consulting through the network
platform is small, which also reflects from the side that the
current legal aid network platform is not perfect. In the era
of Internet +, most universities do not make full use of the
advantages of the network platform to provide legal aid to
foreign countries for convenience.
3. Innovation path of legal aid in colleges and
universities
For the above problems, this paper proposes an innovative
path to establish an Internet integration platform for legal
aid in colleges and universities. (Xu 2015) [2] The function
of this platform is to integrate publicity and service, and
realize the integration of legal aid in colleges and
universities.
To open up the source channels of cases
University legal aid platform realizes the propaganda and
the service in one function, the open website, understand the
team teaching staff, student profile at the same time, the
parties may directly on the page click online recipient, the
page will pop up docking with the website of the public
service platform, the parties according to their own situation
to do a questionnaire, information will be timely feedback to
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the public legal aid center of colleges and universities in the
background of the student management system, to help
client can receive reply in time.
To establish case resource data management library
In order to solve the problem of case handover system
mentioned above, we set up a case resource data
management database through the university legal
information integration platform. Considering the privacy
protection of the parties, only the students and instructors
acting as agents of the case have the login account and have
the authority to view the database cases, while others do not.
(Li 2013) [4] By marking whether the case is closed and
classifying the source of the case, the case can be managed
in a clear and unified way, which is also convenient for the
instructor to follow up the progress of the case at any
time.3.3 provide accurate docking service. Under the
traditional pattern of legal aid in colleges and universities,
the demand for public tend not to specialization, typed, will
be assigned to a recipient case does not have the knowledge
of specialty advantage of the situation of the teachers or
students, many aid workers have admitted his encountered
in the process of aid knowledge is short board or completely
don't know how to deal with the situation. Through the
university legal aid network integration platform, the parties
can choose the object to seek help according to the type and
needs of their cases, so as to realize the effective and
accurate connection between the university legal aid and the
public demand.
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